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Abstract 
In Collaborative Information Retrieval, for multiple sub-text databases, sub-lattices are constructed with the 
incremental update algorithms. Then, similarity measuring is used to match the formal concepts, use merging to 
obtain new concepts after finding provisional concept sets. Similarity matching is used to the new concepts to get the 
final result set. The framework can work under a distributed environment and an an imprecise way is used when 
matching the query words, which considered the convenience of users. 
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1. Introduction 
In Information Retrieval[1], Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)[2] is used to build an information display 
model to represent the original model more accurately, and use constructed lattices for information 
retrieval. Different retrievals based on different levels of abstraction will lead to different results. In 
addition, in a distributed environment, using FCA theory and technology in collaborate information 
retrieval, could greatly improve the efficiency. 
In collaborative information retrieval, for multiple sub-text databases, we use incremental update 
algorithm to build the concept lattices. Then use concept similarity measuring to match the concepts. After 
finding the provisional sets, merge to get access to the new concept, similarity matching is used again to 
the new concepts to obtain the final result.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAPIE Organization Committee.
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2. Formal Concept Analysis 
The contents of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)[2]   are formal context, formal concept and the 
relation between the formal concepts. Formal Context is defined as a triple K=(G, M, I), where G is the 
set of objects, M is the set of attributes and I the binary relationship between G and M, that is I⊆G×M, 
gIm. In the formal context K, two mapping function f and g is defined as follow: 
{ }' ,A m M gRm g A= ∈ ∀ ∈                                                                                        (1) 
{ }' ,B g G gRm m B= ∈ ∀ ∈                                                                                           (2) 
They are called the Galois connection between G and M. If tuple(A, B) from P(G)×P(M) satisfied 
two conditions: A=g(B) and B=f(A), or A=B’ and B=A’, (A, B) is called an concept from formal context 
K, denoted C=(A, B), B and A are called the Intension and Extension of concept C. Assume that C1=(A1, 
B1) and C2=(A2, B2) are two concepts, the order relation“≤”is defined as C1≤C2ÙB2≤B1. C1 is the sub 
concept of C2, C2 is super concept of C1. All concepts and their relations consist of a concept lattice. 
Formal concept lattice is complete, because any node sub-set in it has a unique least upper bound 
and a greatest lower bound, given by: ( )( )( , ) , ''t t t tt T t T t TA B A B∈ ∈ ∈∧ = ∩ ∪                                                                                          (3) 
( )( )( , ) '',t t t tt T t T t TA B A B∈ ∈ ∈∨ = ∪ ∩                                                                                              (4) 
Also known as Meet and Join operation. 
3. Collaborative Information Retrieval Based on Fca 
Collaboration Concept Information Retrieval System in reference[3], based on FCA, proposed three 
different retrieval systems. It’s about the reduction of every sub-context, obtaining the equivalent object set. 
Achieve a provisional result set by retrieval to every sub-context. On this basis, use merging algorithm to 
these provisional results. Finally, return to the user the results based on the equivalent object set. There are 
several disadvantages though. Precisely matched sets are used to match the sub-contexts, while an 
imprecise matching is required in practical cases. The merging of provisional results is also precise. In the 
object reduction, the constructed lattice is a complete one, may consume a very large time and space 
resources.  
Structural framework of the collaborative information retrieval 
An improved collaborative information retrieval system is introduced, the sub-lattices corresponding 
to multiple sub-contexts are constructed, and an equivalent object set is generated. For the specific 
keywords, the similarity calculation formula proposed in reference[7] is used in sub-lattices to get a 
provisional concept set meets a certain similarity threshold. Merging algorithm is then used on the 
provisional sets. Measure of the concept after mergingwith the concept similarity[7]. Concepts in the 
similarity threshold will be added to the final set. At last, every concept object in the final set, including the 
objects with the equivalence relation to them, will be returned as final results to the user. The whole 
process is described is Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. diagram of the collaboration concept of information retrieval systems  
Separated sub-contexts are constructed to each separated sub-database. When sub-lattices are constructed, 
an equivalent object set is obtained, which can be reduced. System analyzes the key words, get 
corresponding sets of relevant attributes. Concept sets will be chosen in each lattice to match the similarity 
and put into the provisional results. The independence of  matching operation allows it to be carried out 
distributed. After each sub-process finished, merge the concepts in the provisional results array, and do 
another similarity matching. The final results obtained are returned to the user. This paper presents relevant 
strategies and designs a distributed algorithm to achieve the details. 
The reduction of Equivalent object set 
Definition 5 closure[4,5]:Assume an object from x G∈ , A G∈ is an object set, I is a relation from 
G M× , then ( ) ( ( )), ( ) ( ( ))closure x g f x closure A g f A= =   
Definition 6 Equivalent object set [3]: Assume an object from x G∈ , A G∈ is an object set, I is a 
relation from G M× . Object x is equivalent to Object set A, iff { }x A∪  is an extension of concept on I, 
( ) ( ) { } ,closure x closure A x A x A= = ∉∪  
For example, as the context in table 1. 
TABLE I. CONTEXT ILLUSTRATION 
 
 
In which, object o5 is equivalent to object-set (o1, o2, o4), because the concept that contains object o5 
is CP ((o1, o2, o4, o5), (c)), while contrary, the concept that contains object-set (o1, o2, o4) is also CP. 
Matches the definition above of equivalent object-set. So we call that object o5 is equivalent to object-set 
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(o1, o2, o4), it can be reduced in the original context. The whole reduction process can be described by 
Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm1:Reduction algorithm of equivalent object (FC) 
Input: FC, Original context 
Output: Context after object-reduced 
For each object o in FC: 
P is an attribute set corresponding to o
Search the context for objects except o for sub-set as sub , 
obtain the attribute set as sub_p 
If p == sub_p： 
# means object o can be presented by object sub-set ‘sub’, 
sub is equivalent to o. 
reduce o from the context, get context FC 
Return FC 
Algorithm 1 is a reducing algorithm to concept objects, with no reduction on attribute-level. Attribute 
reduction can be done in the process of attribute extraction,  object-level reduce with this algorithm after 
the forming the elementary context. Then we’ll get a whole Streamlining f context. 
The process of collaborative information retrieval 
Based on the basic ideas in reference[3] , this paper presents improved collaborative information 
retrieval systems, the process can be divided into three steps: 
1): For each sub-database DBi, after pre-processing, form a elementary context FCi, use algorithm1 to 
reduce the context and get equivalent objects set. Use incremental update algorithms to the reduced context  
to generate sub-lattice Li. 
2): For particular query words, extract to get related query attribute sets T1, T2, ..., Tn, the concept be 
recorded as ((),( T1, T2, ..., Tn)), with the extension empty. When calculating the concept similarity, it 
could be recorded as level 0. Then match each sub-lattice Li. Store sub-provisional set into the provisional 
concept result sets. The detailed process will be described in algorithm 2 below. 
3): After getting the provisional concept result sets, using merging algorithm3 to combine these sets, 
similarity matching will be done before obtaining the final concept sets, in which the objects in extensions 
of each concept, as Final Object Set, will be the result to return to the user.
Among these steps, searching in each sub-lattice to find target concept and get the sub-provisional set 
Sub Concept Set, this algorithm is typically distributed, with high efficiency in both time and space. 
Algorithm2: formal concept Sub-lattices Matching algorithm (Li，(T1，T2，…，Tn)， sim1)
Input: Li formal concept sub-lattice, (T1, T2, ..., Tn) query  
attribute set, sim1 formal concept similarity threshold
Output: sub formal concept result set, as SubConceptSet 
Sub provisional set, as SubConceptSeti=∅  
Based on the query attribute set (T1, T2, ..., Tn), find a 
formal concept as the target concept Ci, with the greatest 
similarity to concept ((),( T1, T2, ..., Tn)).
For all concept Cj, except Ci, in every sub-lattices Li 
 Use formula (15) to Calculate the concept similarity 
between Ci and Cj,get Sim (Ci, Cj) 
If Sim (Ci, Cj)> sim: 
Concept Cj added to sub provisional set, as SubConceptSeti
Return the sub provisional results of SubConceptSeti 
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If the number of sub- contexts is n, constituting a number of n sub-lattices, then use algorithm 2 to get a 
number of n sub provisional results sets, as SubConceptSeti, the algorithm is easy to understand and 
distributed implemented. 
Algorithm 3: Concept merging algorithm (SubConceptSeti， (T1，T2，…，Tn)， sim2)
  
Input: sub provisional set as SubConceptSeti,  the number of 
sub-lattices as i, the query attribute set (T1，T2，…，
Tn), the concept similarity threshold as sim2. 
Output: Final concept object set as FinalObjectSet 
All concept result sets, as AllConceptSet=∅  
For each sub provisional results set as SubConceptSeti do:
# add sub provisional results set to all the concept result sets
AllConceptSet = AllConceptSet SubConceptSeti
For each concept Ci in  concept result sets AllConceptSet do:
# combine each pair to get new formal concept 
For each formal concept Cj in all the concept result sets as 
AllConceptSet, except Ci,do: 
# The intension of  the new concept is the union of that in Ci 
and Cj , and extension is the intersection of that in Ci and Cj.
NewConcept(i,j)=
((extent( ) extent( ), intent( ) intent( )))Ci Cj Ci Cj∩ ∪  
Calculated to get the new formal concept as NewConcept 
and the new similarity of concept T ((),( T1, T2, ..., Tn)) as 
Sim (NewConcept, T). 
If Sim (NewConcept, T) greater than sim2: 
Add the extension of NewConcept to the final the concept 
object set FinalObjectSet 
Return the final concept object set as FinalObjectSet 
With algorithm 3, we can get the final concept sets meet a certain similarity. Every extension of the 
concepts in it is the object set to the key words. Algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 are related to two similarity 
threshold, as sim1 and sim2. In similarity matching, the total number of intensions in the lattices may be 
small and not complete, sim1 should be set small in the fear of losing concepts. In merging process, the 
merge of concept is through the merge of its intension, the information is comparatively abundant, sim2 
should be set larger to filter the concepts. 
Instance description 
In order to describe the effectiveness of the collaborative information retrieval systems proposed in 
this paper, a simple example will be followed. 
Assume there are 3 contexts as is shown in table 2. 
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TABLE II. 3 SUB-CONTEXTS 
 
 
 
After reduction with algorithm 1, we get the reduced sub-contexts shown in  table 3 below, also the 
equivalent object sets: o4 = (o2, o3), o1 = o7. 
TABLE III. 3 SUB-CONTEXTS  AFTER  OBJECT REDUCTION 
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Then use Godin algorithm to these sub-contexts to generate sub-lattices, shown in figure 2 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Each generated sub-lattices 
Set query attribute set as (a, d) , for each sub-lattice, use algorithm 2 to search, set sim1 to 0.5. Due to 
that semantics can not be measured, while using equation (15), set ω  to 1, consider only the similarity of 
formal concept structure. 
In the first sub-lattice, find C ((o2), (a, c)) with the greatest similarity to concept ((),( a, d)), the 
similarity is 0.5, and make concept C as the target concept in the sub-lattice, and then calculate the 
similarity between C and others, which meets sim1 will be added to sub provisional set as 
SubConceptSet1. We can see, concept  ((o2, o3), (c)) and the concept C shares the similarity of 0.75, 
concept ((o3), (b, c)) has the similarity of 0.5 with concept C , they all meet the similarity threshold, so be 
added to the sub provisional set SubConceptSet1 = (((o2), (a, c)), ((o2, o3), (c)), ((o3), (b , c))). The same 
way, calculate the second, third formal sub-context, and obtain SubConceptSet2 = (((o2), (a, d)), ((o1), (b, 
d)), ((o1, o2 , o5), (d)), ((o2, o6), (a))) and the sub provisional set of SubConceptSet3 = (((o2), (a, c, d)), 
((o2, o6), ( a)), ((o2, o5), (d))). So the set of all possible concepts is (((o2), (a, c)), ((o2, o3), (c)), ((o3), (b, 
c)), ((o2), (a, d)), ((o1), (b, d)), ((o1, o2, o5), (d)), ((o2, o6), (a)), ((o2), (a, c, d)), ((o2, o6), (a)), ((o2, o5), 
(d))). Using algorithm 3 to merge into a new concept, get (((o2), (a, c, d)), ((o3), (b, c), ((o1), (b, d)) ). 
sim2 set to 0.6, calculate the similarity between these concepts and the concept of ((),( a, d)), obtain the 
similarity as 0.666,0.5,0.5, so, the concept which meets the similarity threshold is ( (o2), (a, c, d)), the 
extension is o2, then combine equivalent object set, form a final object set returned to the user, (o2). 
4. Complexity Analysis 
Suppose the number of sub-contexts is n. The time complexity of using Godin algorithm is 
2(2 | |)KO G , G is the number of objects, K is a constant. Equivalent object reduction algorithm, 
algorithm 1, owns the time complexity of (| | 2 )MO C , C refers to all the concepts in the lattices, M is 
the number of attributes. In the matching algorithm, algorithm 2, concept meets a certain similarity can be 
obtained only after a traverse  to the entire set, the time complexity is (| |)O C . As for the merging 
algorithm, algorithm 3, it needs to merge concept in pairs. Assume the number of concepts is N in the 
provisional set, the time complexity of merging is 
2
( )
2
NO . The whole time complexity is 
2
2(2 | | | | 2 )
2
K M NO G C+ + .  
    With the system easily deployed in a distributed environment, the performance will have a greater 
increase. 
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5. Summary and Prospects 
In collaborative information retrieval, using the concept similarity measuring method to match the 
given concepts in each sub-context, after finding the provisional concept set, merge to get new concepts, 
then match the new concept with similarity. and finally get the result set which meets the needs. The entire 
system shows the idea of collaboration, can be easily deployed in a distributed environment. Using 
imprecise way to match query keywords, measuring from both structure and semantics, consider the 
convenience of users. Although the whole system framework and specific algorithms are proposed, due to 
hardware constraints, the system hasn't been carried out in a distributed environment. In the final analysis, 
we can't use real data to analyze, only theoretically analyze the complexity. This will be improved in the 
future, more precise data will be reported for further improvements. 
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